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FOREWORD

This report describes the results of a cooperative project
between M.I.R.L. and the Division of Mines and Geology.
Costs of program development were paid for by M.I.R.L. and
subsequent data runs of the program were paid for by the
Division of Mines and Geology.

The project represents a first step toward rapid data
processing of geochemical information in the State of Alaska.
This program should now be expanded to facilitate the study
and reporting of this information so that it may reach the
exploration fraternity at the earliest possible date with the
maximum amount of data analysis.

Earl Beistline
Dean, College of Earth Sciences

and Mineral Industry
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ABSTRACT

A general computer program has been written to process
geochemical data resulting from the analysis of up to 34 trace
elements per sample. This program will:

1. Produce a table for direct inclusion in formal
reports. The table contains the map number and
field number of the geochemical samples, the
corresponding elemental values and a table giving
descriptive data about the sample. Prior to
printing, the samples are arranged according to
map number for easy correspondence between the
table of values and to the geochemical map.

2. Compute the average value for each element,
normally and lognormally.

3. Compute the standard deviation for each element,
normally and lognormally.

4. Compute the threshold value for each element,
normally and lognormally.

5. Compute the anomalous concentrations for each
element, normally and lognormally.

6. Draw lognormal, or standard histograms for each
element.

All geochemical samples taken by the Alaska Division of
Mines and Geology during the summer of 1968 and 1969
were processed by this program or a modification of the
program. The program can be modified to enable production
of automatic maps and tables of anomalous samples.
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FORTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING
34 ELEMENT GEOCHEMICAL SEDIMENT DATA

INTRODUCTION

Rapid analytical techniques for analysis
of the trace element composition of soil,
stream sediment and rock samples have been
developed to the point that it is now
economically feasible to measure in excess of
30 elemental concentrations from field
samples. During the past few years, the USGS,
industry and recently, the Division of Mines
and Geology have obtained 30 element
analyses from stream sediment, rock and soil
samples. These data are, of course, extremely
useful in the search for ore and for correlating
samples with local geology.

The usefulness of multielement data,
however, is limited in that the sheer mass
of numbers confronting the geologist and
engineer can discourage full utilization of
the information which can be gleaned from it.
Consider an organization such as the State of
Alaska Division of Mines and Geology, which
may put five men in the field each summer. If
each man were to collect 500 samples and
each sample were analyzed for 30 elements a
total of 75,000 analyses are generated. The
amount of time in man hours to glean
rudimentary statistics, or for that matter, to
draw histograms of elemental distribution
would quite possibly exceed the time
available for doing this. Writing, arranging the
data sequentially and typing the data is a time
consuming task in itself.

There are several questions which can be
put forth and hopefully explained by the
data. What is an anomalous value? What is the
threshold value? What is the variability of the
particular element of interest; all elements?
Do elements characteristic of certain rock
types increase or decrease in content from
sample to sample in certain map areas; certain
drainages? Does this population appear to be
normal; if not, does it compare with
po pu Iations near other mines; mining
districts?

In order to develop techniques for
answering the above questions a backlog of
geochemical data should be available,
preferably on cards or stored on magnetic

tape. If this type of data were available,
research directed toward answering the above
questions and development of new techniques
for data analysis could be conducted with a
minimum amount of library research and
therefore at a much lower cost.

A geochemical data file such as this
would have other distinct advantages from a
scientific as well as a data processing
viewpoint. From a scientific viewpoint one
must consider the value of having immediate
access to past analyses in an area in which
current sampling is taking place. A
combination of past plus present analyses
gives a better representation of the total
population and aids the process of arriving at
local, regional, threshold and anomalous
values. Perhaps the greatest impact from a
scientific viewpoint will occur several years
from now when masses of these data are
available for regional studies utilizing trend
surface, factor analysis, multivariate
discriminant analysis and other statistical
techniques.

Data processing of geochemical analyses,
once they are coded is rapid. Geochemical
data are generally collected in the field in
order of the direction a particular man trav
eled. This order, and consequent data point
numbering, is seldom used in published lists
of analyses which refer the reader to a map
number. Geochemical stations are generally
plotted on a map and then numbered in a
logical sequence in order to provide easy
correspondence between the map, published
geochemical value and the reader.
Reorganization of the geochemical data by
automatic sorter or by a computer itself takes
but a matter of minutes versus the hours of
time that a person would take to manually
recopy a list in proper order, which would
then have to be retyped. If the geochemical
data and field and map numbers were coded
prior to any manipulation of the data it
would be possible to provide machine printed
lists in any logical order without a single
typing of the data themselves.
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PURPOSE OF THE CURRENT PROJECT

The computer program described represents a first effort to:

1. Start a geochemical data file.

2. Provide for data processing and preliminary statistics for DMG
geochemical samples.

All geochemical samples from the summers of 1968 and 1969 taken by the
Division of Mines and Geology were processed with the program to be described.
Data representing the field number, map number and concentration of 34
elements, 4 elements analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometer and 30
elements analyzed by emisSion spectrographic techniques, were punched on IBM
cards. These cards now represent a storage file. A general computer program was
written to:

1. Print map number, field number, geochemical values and descriptive
sample data with a format suitable for inclusion in published reports.

2. Compute the average for each element and the average log of each
element.

3. Compute the standard deviation of each element and the standard
deviation of the logs of each element.

4. Compute the threshold value based upon that described by Hawkes and
Webb (1962). Recompute the threshold value based upon an assumed
lognormal distribution.

5. Compute the anomalous concentration of each element based upon
Hawkes and Webb (1962). Recompute the anomalous value based upon
a lognormal distribution.

6. Draw printer histograms of elements selected, both normal and
lognormal.

This program must be considered preliminary since the final objectives of the
geochemical data file are still being formulated. Modifications to this program will
certainly be made.
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ALGORITHIMS

Average

The average value computed is the arithmatic average:

n

X= L
i= 1

n

I
"c

x = average value

x =data value at each station

n =number of non-zero data points

Standard Deviation

The standard deviation is computed by:

n

2=
S = i=1---------

n -1

where:

s =standard deviation

x = data value

n =number of non-zero data points

Threshold Value

The threshold value can be defined as the upper limit of normal background
fluctuation (Hawkes and Webb, 1962). Threshold values are sometimes used as
guides to areas of further prospecting, since anomalous elemental values quite
often occur within areas of local high background. Particular attention should be
paid to this value when the data are obtained from reconnaissance surveys, which
characteristically have wide sample spacing.

The definition of the threshold value as given by Hawkes and Webb (1962)
has been incorporated into this computer program. "For a single population of
values that are distributed symmetrically (either normally or lognormally), the
threshold for that material may be conventionally taken as the mean plus twice
the standard deviation. This is equivalent to saying that only 1 in 40 background
samples is likely to exceed the threshold, " (Hawkes and Webb, 1962)
therefore:

Threshold =X + 2s

Where: X = mean

s =standard deviation

3
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Anomalous Value

The anomalous value computed by the program is that given by Hawkes and
Webb (1962), i.e., the mean plus three times the standard deviation. Hawkes and
Webb (1962) state that" ... only 1 in 667 background values is likely to exceed
the mean plus three times the standard deviation." Therefore:

anomalous value = X + 3s
Where: X = mean

s = standard deviation

PROGRAM

The program, entitled GEOSTAT, is written with a mainline, and four
subroutines: LOGNOR, WRITE, XFREQ and HIST. The mainline program causes
data input, data listing and computation of the mean, standard deviation,
threshold value and anomalous value for each of the 34 elements. It also controls
treatment of the data prior to computing histograms, and calls appropriate
subroutines.

The mainline will accept a trace element matrix composed of 34 elements
and a maximum of 800 samples. Notes on data handling procedures are:

1. If there are four or less data points, the standard deviation, threshold
and anomalous values are not computed, nor are any subroutines other
than "WRITE" called.

2. If a geochemical sample contains a zero or a blank it is assumed that
this sample was not analyzed for the element in question and this point
is not considered in computation of any statistics or in any subroutines.
If the sample was analyzed but an element not detected a (-) minus is
left justified in the columns reserved for the element in question and a
specific value is inserted automatically by the program. These values
are:

*Au = .1 Co = 5. Sr = 25. V = 5.
*Cu = .1 Cr = 2.5 B = 5. V = 5.
*Pb = .1 Ni = 2.5 Be = 3.5 As 1.8

I
*Zn = .1 Mn = 10. Sn = 2. Sb = .2

Cu = 1. Ti = .57 W = 1.5 Bi = .17
\ Pb = 5. Fe = .006 Zr = 10. Cd = .2

I
Zn =70. Mg = .0002 La = 10. Au = .004
Mo= 1.5 Ca = .004 Nb = 5.
Ag = .07 Ba = 10. Sc = 2.5

I *Analyses by atomic absorption.

These values represent the crustal averages or one-half the detection
limit of the emission spectrograph.
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Subroutine LOGNOR

This subroutine will cause the geochemical data to be converted to the
normal log value prior to producing histograms. Provision is provided to include
the addition of a constant. To utilize this subroutine, see data preparation.

Xi = log 10 (Xi +C)

Where: Xi =data value

C =constant

Subroutine XFREO

Subroutine XFREO generates a vector of frequencies for use by subroutine
HIST. The subroutine has an optional class length of from 1 to 20 classes. The
class interval is automatically selected if the user does not specify it. If the class
interval is not specified the interval becomes:

Interval = Max. Value - Min. Value
No. of Intervals

and: the first class is equal to the minimum elemental value.

When the class interval is selected the minimum value is zero.

Values which fall on a boundary between class intervals are credited 50% to
the higher class and 50% to the lower class. Values which fall below the minimum
class are credited to the first class. Values which exceed the last class are credited
to the last class.

A vector of class intervals in percent is transferred to the mainline and hence
to subroutine HIST for plotting. These values are rounded to the nearest percent.
A listing of:

1. class interval

2. percent in each class

3. number of samples in each class

is printed just prior to automatic printing of each histogram.

Subroutine H1ST

This subroutine was written by IBM and is documented on pages 285-286 of
"System/360 Scientific Subroutine Package (360A·CM·03X) Version II

5
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Programmer's Manual." Copies of this and other IBM publications can be
obtained through IBM branch offices or, Technical Publications Department, 112
East Post Road, White Plains, New York, 10601.

This subroutine will print a histogram when given a set of classes and will
give either number of data in each class or percent data in each class. As used in
this program, it prints a histogram based upon percent of total data points in each
class.

Subroutine WR ITE

This subroutine generates three types of printed pages suitable for
reproduction in formal reports. Page one lists the map number, field number, and
analytical results for the first 21 elements. In addition, a plus (+) is written in the
extreme left hand column opposite each map number if the sample is a soil
sample; an asterisk (*) for a rock sample or a blank ( ) to indicate a stream
sediment sample are also used in a like manner.

The remaining 13 elements are tabulated on page two of the output. The
map number is repeated on the right of this output for clarity. Page three output
is composed of the descriptive data output. From left to right these data are:
sample depth, field test, stream width, sample location, organic content of the
sample, size of stream sediment, rock type, remarks and the sample map number.
The codes for organic content have been revised to HI, MD and LO which mean
high, medium and low respectively. Codes for size of stream sediment have been
revised to F, M and C which mean fine, medium and coarse respectively.

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Control Cards

A total of four control cards are needed for a single computer run.

CARD NUMBER ONE

Col 1-80 - Identification (any alphabetic or numeric characters).

CARD NUMBER TWO

Col 1-3 - Number of data points, not total number of data cards.
Number must be right justified.

6



Col 4-5 - Number of classes in the histograms, 5 to 20. Number must
be right justified.

Col 6-7 - Constant for lognormal distributions. The value 1. (one
decimal) has been used extensively.

Col 8-41 - Represents one column for each element (1-34). If a
histogram is desired a one must be punched in the appropriate
column. Example: histogram is desired for elements 1, 2, 3, 4 and
34. Must punch a one in columns 9, 10, 11, 12,42.

CARD NUMBER THREE

This is the first of two class interval cards. Both must be in the data deck,
even if one or both are entirely blank. The Format is 7F3.0, and the decimal
point is therefore assumed to be after each set of three columns. Fill in columns
in which histograms are desired, or for those histograms which the user desires to
specify the class interval.

Col 1-3 - Class interval for 1st element

Col 4-6 - Class interval for 2nd element

Col 7-9 - Class interval for 3rd element

Col 49-51 - Class interval for 17th element

CARD NUMBER FOUR

This is the second of two class interval cards.

Col 1-3 - Class interval for the 18th element

Col 4-6 - Class interval for the 19th element

Col 7-9 - Class interval for the 20th element

Col 49-51 - Class interval for the 34th element

7
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Data

Input data to the program are obtained from the standard preprinted field
lab form shown in figure 1.

Card one, top two rows of figure 1, contains descriptive information pertinent to
the sample and its location.

Col 1-4, Map No. - Contains sample map number. Must be right justified
and should not contain leading zeros.

Col 5-11, Field No. - Sample field number. May contain alphanumeric data.
Should be right justified.

Col 12-14, East - Contains the x-coordinate of sample location. It is
described in inches from the lower left margin of the quadrangle
map used. A decimal is assumed between col. 13and 14.

Col 15-17, North - Contains the y-coordinate value for sample location.
This location is described as the vertical distance from the lower
left margin to the sample location. A decimal is assumed between
col. 16 and 17.

8



Col 18, CRD - Type of sample: C = creek, R = rock, D = soil (dirt).

Col 19·20, CR - Creek width in feet; DR = dry creek.

Col 21-22, D - Depth of soil sample below base of moss or soil surface.

Col 23, LOC - Sample location; A = below water, B = active sediment at
water edge, C = sediment sample above current water level but
below high water level, D= sediment sample above high water
level.

Col 24, ORG - Organic content of sample; 1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high.

Col 25-26, FIE LD T - Citrate soluble field test in milliliters of dithizone.
Must be right justified.

Col 27·30, BEDROCK - Four letter rock code

Col 31, SIZ - Maximum particle size of sampled material; 1 = larger or equal
in size to gravel, 2 = sand size, 3 = silt, mud.

Col 32-80, FLOAT, ETC - Remarks or other information. Alphanumeric
characters allowed. Enter in readable fashion as this information
will be printed just as it appears on the form.

Cards two and three contain spaces for analytical results. In each case the first
four columns are reserved for keypunch duplication of the map number. Card one
of this set contains spaces for the analysis of Au, Cu, Pb and Zn by atomic
absorbtion as well as spaces for spectrographic analyses. All numbers must be
right justified and decimals are assumed .after each four column block for each
element. If the analysis is less than 1 ppm or less than 1 percent, the decimal must
be entered on the coding form. If the element is not analyzed the spaces are left
blank and "NA" is printed on the output tables; the sample is not included in any
of the statistics computed by the program. If the sample is analyzed but not
detected, a minus (-) is left justified and the crustal average or one-half the
detection limit, whichever is lower, for that element is assumed by the program.
Final printout in this case would be liND" (not detected). The coding forms
contain only four spaces per element thus providing for a maximum of 9999 ppm
to be entered. The spectrographic method used has reporting intervals including
10,000 and 20,000 ppm. In the case of an analysis of 10,000 ppm, 9,000 is
entered on the form and 10,000 is assumed by the program; if 9,100 is entered,
20,000 ppm is assumed. On output these data are converted to percent and
written *1.0 and *2.0 respectively.

9
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